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Abstract—Managed applications, written in programming languages such as Java, C# and others, represent a significant share of workloads in the mobile, desktop, and server domains. Microarchitectural timing simulation of such workloads is useful for characterization and performance analysis, of both hardware and software, as well as for research and development of novel hardware extensions.

This paper introduces MaxSim, a simulation platform based on the Maxine VM, the ZSim simulator, and the McPAT modeling framework. MaxSim is able to simulate fast and accurately managed workloads running on top of Maxine VM and its capabilities are showcased with novel simulation techniques for: 1) low-intrusive microarchitectural profiling via pointer tagging on the x86-64 platforms, 2) modeling of hardware extensions related, but not limited to, tagged pointers, and 3) modeling of complex software changes via address-space morphing.

Low-intrusive microarchitectural profiling is achieved by utilizing tagged pointers to collect type- and allocation-site-related hardware events. Furthermore, MaxSim allows, through a novel technique called address space morphing, the easy modeling of complex object layout transformations. Finally, through the co-designed capabilities of MaxSim, novel hardware extensions can be implemented and evaluated.

We showcase MaxSim’s capabilities by simulating the whole set of the DaCapo-9.12-bach benchmarks in less than a day while performing an up-to-date microarchitectural power and performance characterization. Furthermore, we demonstrate a hardware/software co-designed optimization that performs dynamic load elimination for array length retrieval achieving up to 14% L1 data cache loads reduction and up to 4% dynamic energy reduction. MaxSim is available at https://github.com/arodchen/MaxSim released as free software.

I. INTRODUCTION

Managed Runtime Environments (MRE) have been widely adopted in a variety of computing domains ranging from mobile phones to enterprise servers. Managed languages, and Java in particular, have been utilized not only in application and middleware domains but also in system programming for the development of research prototypes such as the Maxine Virtual Machine (VM) [1], Jikes RVM [2], the Singularity operating system [3], the Graal compiler [4], and the Truffle [5] Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) interpreter.

The end of single-core scaling [6], [7] makes the achievement of further energy and performance improvements, solely by enhancements in Hardware (HW), an extremely challenging task. A way to address this challenge is to design domain-specific HW extensions for certain Software (SW) tasks in general, and for managed workloads in particular. In order to design HW extensions that address distinctive features of managed workloads, such as object orientation and Garbage Collection (GC), a specialized simulation platform is necessitated to improve research productivity. Such a platform must enable close integration of a fast and accurate microarchitectural simulator and a modern MRE, while providing a feedback loop between these two components. In this paper we present MaxSim: a simulation platform targeting managed applications.

MaxSim, in contrast to previous efforts, allows fast, accurate, and low-intrusive performance analysis of managed workloads by employing a novel pointer tagging scheme. Fast, accurate, and low-intrusive performance analysis is typically performed by utilization of HW counters [8], [9], which has three main limitations. First, the frequent accesses to HW counters can introduce performance overheads. Second, the association of collected events with high-level information related to managed workloads can be limited [10]. Finally, HW counters are not always portable between architectures and may not be complete for arbitrary purposes. Also in MaxSim, the simulator has an awareness of the VM, so it is able to distinguish what code is being executed (GC, non-GC) and what data is being accessed (thread local storage, stack, heap, code cache, native).

In detail, this paper contributes the following:

- **MaxSim** – a novel experimental platform for HW/SW co-design exploration on the basis of the state-of-the-art Maxine VM, the ZSim microarchitectural simulator [11], and the McPAT power, area, and timing modeling framework [12].

- **A novel pointer tagging scheme in x86-64 architectures** that is based on Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT) that: 1) allows the fast, accurate, and low-intrusive fine-grain microarchitectural profiling of managed workloads, and 2) enables the implementation of HW/SW co-designed optimizations, such as hardware-assisted retrieval of array lengths encoded in object pointers. In addition, the collected profiling information can be also loaded back to the Maxine VM, creating a full feedback loop between the simulator and the VM.

- **A novel address space morphing technique** for simulating complex software changes regarding object layout transformations such as fields expansion, contraction and reordering.

The techniques, implemented in MaxSim and described in
this paper, are applicable to other simulators and runtime systems. However, the selection of the state-of-the-art Maxine VM and ZSim simulator provides a unique combination of research productivity, accuracy and speed of simulation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the background and describes the key components of MaxSim. It also presents the validation of ZSim on the DaCapo-9.12-bach benchmarks [13] executed by Maxine. Section III describes the MaxSim platform and introduces the novel simulation and optimization techniques. Section IV presents the use cases of the proposed platform. Finally, Section V presents the related work, while Section VI summarizes this paper. The experimental platform presented in this paper is available at https://github.com/arodchen/MaxSim released under the GPLv2 free software license.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides a comparison of the different research VMs and simulation techniques. It mainly focuses on the Maxine VM and the ZSim simulator, since they are the two main components of the introduced MaxSim platform.

A. Research VMs

MREs are complex SW systems typically consisting of a baseline compiler or an interpreter, an optimizing compiler, GC algorithms, facilities for thread synchronization, exception handling, deoptimization, and other functionalities. All the aforementioned components of a VM have been extensively studied by the research community. Ideally, a VM should be designed in such a way to allow the plug-in of different modules extending its research and optimization capabilities. Unfortunately, this is not always feasible since high performance and high degrees of modularity are two aspects that counteract each other. In order to achieve high performance, VMs are optimized across the components sacrificing modularity.

To that end, VMs broadly fall into two categories: production quality and research VMs. Production quality VMs such as the HotSpot JVM [14] can achieve high performance at the expense of limited experimentation capabilities due to the lack of modularity. On the contrary, research VMs such as the Jikes RVM [2] and Maxine VM [1], compared in Table I, although do not reach the performance goals of the HotSpot VM, offer higher degrees of freedom and enable higher productivity due to their modular design.

Maxine VM was chosen instead of Jikes RVM for the following reasons:

1) It supports the widely-adopted x86-64 architecture.
2) It is compatible with the JDK7 Class Libraries and can run to completion the full set of the DaCapo-9.12-bach [13], SPECjvm2008 [15], pjbb2005 [16] and other benchmarks.
3) It supports the Graal [4] optimizing compiler, which is the next-generation optimizing compiler of HotSpot JVM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research VM</th>
<th>ISAs</th>
<th>Class Libraries</th>
<th>Support of Other Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jikes RVM</td>
<td>PowerPC, IA-32</td>
<td>Apache Harmony</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine VM</td>
<td>x86-64, ARMv7</td>
<td>JDK 7</td>
<td>+ (via Graal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Research VMs comparison.

4) It supports the Truffle [5] optimizing AST interpreter, that allows the execution of other languages, apart from Java, such as JavaScript, R, Ruby, and others.

B. Maxine VM

The main design goals of Maxine VM are modularity and increased research productivity. Maxine VM consists of a number of interchangeable modules that are accessed through module interfaces, which are called schemes. The schemes describe heap and GC functionalities, object layouts, locking facilities, and other aspects of VMs.

In order to assess the performance of Maxine VM, we compare it against production-quality VMs. To that end, the Maxine VM\(^1\) with its two optimizing compilers, C1X and Graal customized for Maxine\(^2\), is compared against the production-quality HotSpot VM with its two optimizing compilers, C2 (ver. 1.8.0.25) and Graal\(^3\). The performance comparison of four VM-compiler-version triplets on the DaCapo-9.12-bach benchmarks\(^4\) is presented in Figure 1, where performance is relative to HotSpot-C2-1.8.0.25. Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals. As depicted in Figure 1, the performance of HotSpot-Graal-21075 is comparable to HotSpot-C2-1.8.0.25, while the performance of the research-oriented Maxine-Graal-8810.11558 and Maxine-C1X-8810.11558 is 57% and 53% of HotSpot-C2-1.8.0.25, which is considered to be satisfactory for research purposes [1].

As already mentioned, the Maxine VM has two optimizing compilers, namely C1X and Graal. Theoretically, if the Maxine VM is optimized across its modules, its peak performance with Graal should be on-par with that of the HotSpot VM with the same compiler. From the performance results presented in Figure 1 we can see that Maxine-Graal-8810.11558 is around 8% faster than Maxine-C1X-8810.11558 in geomean. However, since C1X is much less complex than Graal and has much lower compilation times, C1X has been selected as the optimizing compiler of MaxSim. Regarding the baseline compiler, the TIX template compiler of the Maxine VM has been used in MaxSim.

C. Timing Simulation Techniques

Microarchitectural simulation presents a number of challenges that define trade-offs between simulation speed, simulation accuracy, and engineering efforts required to modify

\(^1\)https://github.com/arodchen/maxine rev.8810
\(^2\)https://github.com/arodchen/maxine rev.11558
\(^3\)http://hg.openjdk.net/graal/graal-compiler.rev.21075
\(^4\)eclipse is not present, as it did not pass on Maxine-Graal-8810.11558
or implement new HW timing models. FPGA-based simulators [17], [18], [19], [20] are the fastest, but their implementation or extension requires substantial engineering efforts.

SW-based simulators are easier to maintain than the FPGA-based ones, since they do not require special HW. SW-based simulators can be subdivided into two groups: full-system and user-level. The state-of-the-art open-source full-system simulators [21], [22] are more complex and, typically, slower (higher simulation times) than user-level ones. The benefit of using a full-system simulation is the extra accuracy achieved since more components of the computing stack are simulated. However, for workloads³ that spend the vast majority of their time in user-level code, this is not the case.

The user-level SW-based simulators, such as [23], [24], [11], provide the best research trade-offs in terms of accuracy, simulation speed, and engineering effort sacrificing the ability to simulate the kernel code. From the currently available user-level simulators, only ZSim [11] allows the execution of arbitrary managed workloads via lightweight user-level virtualization. For that reason, ZSim was the simulator of choice for MaxSim.

D. ZSim Simulator

ZSim is an execution-driven simulator based on the Pin [25] dynamic binary instrumentation and modification tool. One of the design goals of this simulator is scalability, which is achieved via the “bound-weave” simulation parallelization technique. With minor modifications to its user-level virtualization and scheduling techniques⁶, ZSim was capable of simulating the full set of the DaCapo benchmarks executed by the Maxine VM with the C1X optimizing compiler. The parameters of the simulated systems referenced in this paper are described in Table II. The configurations 1C, 2C, and 4C represent the Intel Nehalem microarchitecture with 1, 2, and 4 enabled cores respectively. Furthermore, 1CQ represents the 1-core CPU with just a quarter of the available 8MB Last Level Cache (LLC). We use that configuration in order to simulate the case when only a quarter of the available 4C resources is available to the workload (if the LLC could be partitioned).

We validated ZSim against a real system with the results presented in Figure 2. The performance of the simulated models 1C-ZSim, 2C-ZSim, 4C-ZSim is validated against the performance of the real systems 1C-Real, 2C-Real, 4C-Real respectively, where Real represents an Intel Core i7 920 (Bloomfiled) CPU based on the Nehalem microarchitecture. The performance shown is relative to the 4C-Real configuration. Whiskers represent 95% confidence intervals. It can be seen that the difference in geomean execution times between the real platform and the simulated models is from 8% to 12%, which is in alignment with the ZSim original validation [11]. Furthermore, the performance scalability pattern (from 1 core to 4 cores) of the simulated models is consistent with the real system. However, two major inconsistencies were observed. Firstly, the execution times of

³The DaCapo benchmarks with the exception of avrora are such an example.
⁶https://github.com/arodchen/zsim rev.102
avrora is capable of simulating only user-level code, significantly
more than half of its execution time in the Linux kernel on *
configured. However, ZSim is capable of simulating only user-level code, significantly
over-estimating avrora's performance.

III. MaxSim: A Simulation Platform for Managed
Applications
In this section, we describe, in detail, the novel features
of MaxSim along with its capabilities. These features are: 1)
pointer tagging that can be used for light-weight object-based
microarchitectural profiling and/or HW/SW co-designed optimiza-
tion, 2) integration with the McPAT framework for power and
energy estimations, and 3) the address space morphing

technique allowing the easy modeling and performance/power
estimation of complex object layout transformations.

A. Pointer Tagging
A pointer tag is a number of bits of an address which is
ignored during memory access operations. In general,
the main use cases of tagged pointers are: 1) capability-
based addressing [27], [28] and security [29], [30], which can also require tagged memory, and 2) storage of type
information [31], [32], [33]. The shift from 32-bit to 64-bit
architectures enables 16 exabytes of memory to be address-
able, a number which significantly exceeds the amount of
memory needed for applications targeting these architectures.

Although x86-64 architectures do not currently support
tagged pointers [36] (Sect. 3.3.7.1), the virtual addressing is
currently limited to 48 bits\(^7\) with the high 16 bits replicating
bit 47. MaxSim exploits these high 16 bits on x86-64 archi-
tectures, to encode extra information that can be interpreted
during simulation for various purposes. The main use case is
the assignment of extra information to an object via its tag.
This extra information can regard either associations with
high-level language features (Section III-A1) or other metadata
for HW/SW co-designed optimizations (Section III-A2).

Typically, associating extra information with objects poses
a trade-off between extra required memory and access time.
Figure 3 presents three options for the storage of object
metadata. The first option is “in object storage”, where the
metadata is stored inside an object in an intrusive manner
which also increases memory footprint. The second option is
“associative array storage” which requires both extra space and
lookup time to retrieve metadata. To that end, if metadata is
accessed read-mainly and frequently (on every memory access
operation) and the amount of metadata to be stored can fit in
16 bits, “pointer tag storage” is preferable which is the third
option. Encoding metadata into the available 16 bits of an
object’s address saves memory bandwidth and reduces access
latency.

To enable tagged pointers support in MaxSim, the following
three invariants must be preserved in Maxine VM:

1) All pointers to the same object must be tagged with the
    same tag.
2) When a field inside an object is accessed, \([\text{tag}]:\text{base} + \text{index} \times \text{scale} + \text{disp}]\) addressing mode
   must be used, where base points to the beginning of
   the object and \((\text{index} \times \text{scale}) + \text{disp}\) represents an
   offset (later on, this will be referred to as \([\text{tag}]:\text{base} + \text{offset}])
3) An object pointer tag is immutable between any follow-
   ing adjacent points in an object’s lifetime: object
   allocation, initialization, and evacuation during GC.

The first invariant allows the comparison of tagged pointers
without extensive VM modifications, while the second invari-
ant allows an accessed object’s class field to be identified
using this canonical form. The third invariant implies that
the pointer tag can only be changed in certain places, where
all pointers to an object to be tagged are accessible without
a full scan of all objects. All live objects are untagged
during a stop-the-world VM operation when switching to the
ZSim fast forwarding mode. During the ZSim fast forwarding
mode, execution happens without simulation and extensive
binary modification/instrumentation at near-native speed until
entering the next Region Of Interest (ROI) for simulation.
Untagged object pointers are tagged back during the stop-the-
world VM operation when entering the next ROI and switching
back from the fast forwarding to the normal simulation mode.

Finally, ZSim simulation is based on the Pin dynamic
binary instrumentation and modification tool, and pointers’ tag
detection and untagging is performed via the API shown in
Figure 4. To summarize, pointer tagging allows to: 1) perform
light-weight object-based microarchitectural profiling and, 2)
perform a number of HW/SW co-designed optimizations by
encoding data in tagged pointers.

1) Light-weight Object-based Microarchitectural Profiling:
Simulation-based profiling, an important technique in perfor-
ance analysis, is one of the key features of MaxSim. In
order to enable this functionality, it is essential to bind mi-

\(^7\)In the upcoming version of the architecture, the virtual addressing will be
extended to 57 bits [37].
The state-of-the-art techniques to associate allocation sites with high-level language information. This binding is achieved via the pointer tagging mechanism described in the previous section.

The Maxine VM assigns a tag to a pointer, and ZSim collects events related to this tag during memory access operations. MaxSim currently supports several implementations of language information association with object pointers among which are: ClassIdTagging and AllocationSiteIdTagging. ClassIdTagging assigns object class IDs to all object pointers allowing the association of microarchitectural events per class. A class ID is a compact unsigned integer representing the class of an object and is usually stored in the class information object which is accessible via a pointer stored in an object’s header. By storing class ID in the pointer tag, we manage to save two load operations at the expense of untagging and tag retrieval, which are two and one shift operations, respectively. AllocationSiteIdTagging assigns allocation site IDs to object pointers. An allocation site ID is a compact unsigned integer representing a pair of an allocation site estimation of an object and a class ID. Allocation site IDs are requested from ZSim via magic NOP operations [38], which have NOP semantics during non-simulated execution. On each allocation site ID request, ZSim returns a compact ID, which is associated with an allocated object’s class ID and an allocation site estimation using stack trace estimation in ZSim. Stack trace estimation is performed using per-thread circular buffers by pushing return addresses on function calls and popping them on function returns.

The state-of-the-art techniques to associate allocation sites with objects usually require either hashing [39] or storage of extra information in or adjacent to objects [40]. Such techniques introduce noticeable overheads and interference with a normal workload execution. In comparison with the aforementioned techniques, the proposed technique is much less intrusive, as it takes just a few lightweight operations during an object allocation to set a tag.

Figure 5 shows the integration scheme of MaxSim and the flow of profiling information between its components. The profiling information is stored in the Protocol Buffers format [41], and it consists of two parts. The first part, stored in the ZSimProf.db file, contains microarchitectural events collected by ZSim. Examples of such events (memory accesses and cache misses) related to a class field are shown in Figure 5. The second part, stored in the MaxineInfo.db file, contains information necessary to bind collected events to high-level language information. In Figure 5, field information (name, class ID, offset) is represented. In case there are several ROIs during the same simulation, several ZSimProf.db files and a single MaxineInfo.db file will be generated.

The profiling is performed during memory access operations, and collected events are associated with triplets of an instruction pointer, a pointer tag, and a memory address offset. Allocation site IDs are reported from ZSim to Maxine via magic NOPs with an allocation site ID stored in the rcx register by ZSim.

The detailed collected information can later be uploaded to Maxine VM to guide optimizations, or it can be printed in a textual format. The snippet of the textual output is presented in Figure 6. In this example, AllocationSiteIdTagging was active, and the profiling information is shown for objects of HashMap$Entry[] class allocated during a call to HashMap.<init> method at offset 354 (in the constructor of HashMap). In total, 1 object of 88 bytes and 19 objects of 152 bytes were allocated reaching a total allocation footprint of 2976 bytes. Furthermore, 983 memory accesses were performed with 11 L3 cache read misses and 7 L3 cache write misses. At offset 80, 33 reads and 9 writes were performed with 9 L3 cache read misses. Finally, all 9 misses at offset 80 occurred at offset 107 of method HashMap.put. The presented tagged-based profiling scheme is especially useful.
for profiling object-oriented SW in which objects can be relocated (e.g. copying garbage collection), as pointer tags preserve objects’ identities for profiling.

2) HW/SW Co-designed Optimizations Enabled by Tagged Pointers: The presence of available bits, when tagged pointers are enabled, creates a number of HW/SW co-designed optimization opportunities. It is possible to encode some information related to an object in a pointer tag and to extend functionality of memory access operations via a tag for performance/power optimizations or security enhancements. An example of such an optimization is related to array length encoding in tags and is one of the use-cases of this paper. Its evaluation is presented in Section IV-B.

B. Integration with the McPAT Framework

To be able to perform energy estimations, we integrated the energy estimation model (which uses McPAT) from the Sniper simulator [42] for the same microarchitecture simulated by ZSim. Conversion of microarchitectural events from the ZSim to Sniper format was adopted from the ZSim-NVMain simulator [43]. The modeling tool required the collection of a number of extra microarchitectural events in ZSim such as the number of predicted branches and floating point microoperations.

C. Simulator/VM Co-operative Address Space Morphing

For many managed languages in general, and for Java in particular, layouts of objects in memory are not specified and depend on the VM implementation. Changing layouts of objects can improve cache locality and decrease memory footprint. However, such transformations are difficult to implement without adding extra complexity or breaking the modularity of a VM. MaxSim implements a novel address space morphing technique to perform simulation of complex object layout transformations, specifically fields expansion, contraction, and reordering.

As shown in Figure 7, the proposed technique is a co-operative multi-stage object layout transformation. Furthermore, it leverages the flexibility of Maxine VM to expand object fields and the ability of ZSim to remap memory addresses during simulation. Thus, in order to perform fields reordering and contraction by a factor of $N$, the following three stages are performed: 1) all fields except from those to be contracted are expanded by a factor of $N$ by Maxine VM, 2) ZSim contracts the heap by a factor of $N$ via address space remapping, and 3) ZSim remaps the offsets of the fields according to the provided reordering map.

In the example of Figure 7, the original object layout has two reference fields, ref.0 and ref.2, and two primitive fields, prim.1 and prim.3 (the leftmost object layout). During simulation, it is morphed in three stages to the new layout (the rightmost object layout) which results in its fields being reordered, as described by the $m_o$ reordering map, and its references being contracted by a factor of 2. In order to perform such transformations, four parameters to three bijections are provided. The first bijection $f_e$ from the Original to the Expanded space takes two arguments: 1 - expansion factor for references, 2 - expansion factor for primitives. The transformation defined by this bijection is performed via changing layouts of objects in Maxine VM. The fields reordering map $m_o$ is also modified according to this bijection. The second bijection $f_c$ from the Expanded to the Contracted space takes the contraction factor as its argument. This transformation is performed in ZSim by dividing by 2 bases and offsets of memory access operations to objects. Furthermore, the fields reordering map $m_e$ is modified by dividing by 2 all to-offsets. The third bijection $f_r$ from the Contracted to the Reordered space takes the reordering map $m_e$ from the Contracted stage and performs fields reordering according to this map resulting in the simulation of the desired layout. Heap and thread-local allocation buffer sizes are also doubled in Maxine VM on the Expanded stage.

Another issue that should be considered during simulator/VM co-operative address space morphing is expanded objects copying and initialization. After expanding primitives twice in Maxine VM, it will take twice as many dynamic instructions to perform copying or initialization than it would take in the case of the final layout presented in the example. This issue is handled via filtering during simulation of execution of object copying and initialization which happens in a loop. In this loop, every second iteration is omitted from the timing simulation. The indication that loop filtering should be
In order to validate our proposed address space morphing simulation technique, the following experiment was performed. Both references and primitives of heap objects were expanded twice in the Maxine VM via the bijection \( f(2, 2) \). During simulation in ZSim, memory accesses to expanded fields are projected back to original unexpanded address space (by contracting twice) via the bijection \( f_c(2) \), thus simulating the original object layout\(^8\). The execution times were compared to the simulation of the original object layout, and the measured execution time geometric difference was less than 1\% for the DaCapo benchmarks validating the proposed technique.

The simulation of objects’ fields reordering transformation via address space morphing is driven by a configuration file passed to MaxSim in the Protocol Buffers format, presented in Figure 9. Fields reordering is described by the typeDesc of the type to be simulated having a different layout. The objects to be simulated as having an alternative layout are tagged by a transTag. On memory accesses to objects tagged by a transTag, address remapping is done during simulation by using an associative array represented by fieldOffsetRemapPairs, replacing matching fromOffset by toOffset during simulation. This technique allows fast experimentation with various objects layouts. It also allows to have different layouts of objects of a superclass and its subclasses so that the same field can have different offsets in them.

Expansion and contraction of references and primitives via address space morphing allow simulating ordinary object pointers compression [44] in MaxSim. An example of another transformation which could be implemented and simulated via the presented technique is a replacement of precisions and sizes of certain fields to different ones (long to int or double to float). To summarize, address space morphing allows to evaluate the performance impact of changing the order and/or size of fields.

\(^8\)In this experiment no fields reordering was performed.

### IV. USE CASES

This section will present two use cases of MaxSim. The first one regards the microarchitectural characterization of the DaCapo benchmarks. The second use-case showcases simulation of the architectural extensions related to the retrieval of array lengths stored in pointer tags.

#### A. Characterization of the DaCapo Benchmarks

MaxSim was able to simulate the whole set of the DaCapo-9.12-bach benchmarks in less than a day, with the results depicted in Figures 10 and 11. During the characterization we used two of the configurations of Table II: 1CQ and 4C. Figure 10 shows the L2 and L3 Load Cache Misses Per Kilo Instruction (LCMPKI) for both configurations. As shown, the majority of the DaCapo benchmarks are not cache-miss-intensive, which corresponds with the previous findings [45]. Figure 11 contains the information on Instructions Per Clock (IPC) and Consumed Power (CP). The geometric IPC is close to 1.4, while the CP is between 10 and 60 watts depending on the configuration. Hatched parts of the bars in Figures 10 and 11 represent parts of the presented metrics related to Garbage Collection (GC).

#### B. Evaluation of the HW/SW Co-designed Optimization Related to Array Length Encoding into Array Object Pointers’ Tags

Implementations of managed languages associate array lengths with array objects allowing them to perform array bound checks at runtime. A common way of storing an array length is inside an array object at some constant offset from a base pointer. In Maxine VM, array lengths are stored at offset 0x10 of an array object and can be in the range of \([0; 2^{31} - 1]\).

Having 16-bit pointer tags, it is possible to store a range of array lengths \([0; 2^{16} - 2]\). The value \(2^{16} - 1\) serves as a Not an Array Length (NaAL) indicator. The retrieval of an array length can be performed via the method shown in Figure 13. In our evaluation, this code is emitted in seven instructions of 25 bytes size with an average execution height of 5.5 instructions. On the contrary, the baseline scheme utilizes just one instruction of three bytes size.
In order to perform the whole code snippet in just one instruction, corresponding to the last return statement in Figure 13, we propose the HW extension shown in Figure 14. The presented HW extension relies on the invariant, preserved by the VM, that the array length field of an array object is always accessed via a [tag:base+offset] addressing mode. Furthermore, the ArrayLengthTagging scheme has to be enabled. In this scheme, all non-array objects and arrays with lengths greater than $2^{16} - 2$ are tagged with the NaAL tag, while all the other array objects are tagged with their lengths. Thus, when an array length is accessed, the aforementioned tagged address pattern can be identified by the Address Generation Unit (AGU) in the proposed HW extension. Upon detecting an access to an array length field, which is also encoded in a pointer tag, the isAL signal is set. Consequently, the value AL from the tag bypasses the Load-Store Unit (LSU) on its way to a consumer.

The values of the matching offset (0x10) and the matching tag (NaAL) for the presented AGU extension can be fixed or variable. In the latter case, these values can be set via a control register, making this scheme more general. If an array length
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The values of the matching offset (0x10) and the matching tag (NaAL) for the presented AGU extension can be fixed or variable. In the latter case, these values can be set via a control register, making this scheme more general. If an array length

-- Diagram --

Fig. 14: Extensions to Address Generation Unit (AGU) and Load Store Unit (LSU) for array length retrieval from tagged pointers.
is loaded from a pointer tag then we assume one cycle latency, which we model in the ZSim simulator.

We evaluate the proposed HW/SW co-designed optimization on the DaCapo-9.12-bach benchmarks on the 1CQ and 4C ZSim models of Table II. Figure 12 presents the results for L1 Data Cache Loads (L1DCL) and Dynamic Energy (DE) reductions. Although no significant performance gains were observed, the proposed technique resulted in up to 4% and 2% geomean dynamic energy reduction, and up to 14% and 7% geomean L1 data cache loads reduction.

V. RELATED WORK

The closest platform [46] allowing user-level simulation of managed workloads is based on the Sniper multicore simulator [23] and the Jikes RVM [2]. The main limitation of this platform against MaxSim, is that it only supports 32-bit Jikes RVM and is not capable of running the full set of the DaCapo benchmarks. Regarding the simulator, Sniper uses the instruction-window centric Out-Of-Order (OOO) core model [47] with an average relative error of 11% for single-core and 21% for eight-core simulations on the SPLASH-2 benchmarks [48]. It is very close to ZSim’s average relative error, which on a selection of tests from PARSEC [49], SPLASH-2, and SPEC OMP2001 [50] is 10% for single-core and 11% for six-core simulations. The tandem of Sniper and Jikes was used to explore a number of HW/SW co-designed techniques. These techniques improve memory bandwidth and reduce power and energy consumption by preventing write backs of cache lines containing parts of dead objects and by preventing fetches-on-writes while initializing cache lines containing parts of newly allocated objects with zeros [51].

The platform described in [52] is based on the Hotspot JVM and the full-system Simics simulator [53]. It does not require any changes to the Hotspot JVM and it can be very helpful in non-disruptive simulation-based performance analysis. It has high visibility of the Java high-level information (with the exception of thread and stack state). The design goal of that platform was to decouple it as much as possible from the concrete JVM implementation via a clear interface. Our platform, on the contrary, followed the co-design approach of the VM and the simulator development to facilitate extra functionality.

The ZSim simulator is written in C++, and communication of high-level information with the Maxine VM happens via Protocol Buffers. If the simulator was written in Java, the communication between the two components could have happened via reflection. The simulator called Tejas [54] is written in Java and can run on any platform the Java VM can execute. However, it has two limitations: firstly, it is a trace-driven simulator, and secondly, it uses an intermediate virtual ISA, which can introduce inaccuracy.

The Virtual Performance Analyzer (VPA) framework [55] follows the approach of partial selective simulation of HW-SW interaction and uses a cycle-approximate model. The motivation of this approach is the observation that I/O operations are sensitive to delays, and a simulation speed above 10 MIPS should be preserved not to alter the behavior of the program. The ZSim simulator solves this problem via the lightweight user-level virtualization technique, achieving for the OOO model an average simulation speed of 12 MIPS (in our experiments).

Introspection of target agnostic JIT compilation in the Smalltalk VM on top of gem5 [56] was shown to be useful for debugging and power/performance analysis. However, gem5 has a low simulation speed of 200 KIPS. Moreover, with Graal [4] and Truffle [5] it could be possible to run Smalltalk and other managed languages on the presented platform in future.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented MaxSim: a novel and open-source experimental platform for HW/SW co-design research and characterization of managed workloads. MaxSim is based on the state-of-the-art Maxine VM, the ZSim microarchitectural simulator, and the McPAT power, area, and timing modeling framework. MaxSim features the simulation of 16-bit-tagged pointers, which were utilized for: 1) low-intrusive memory access profiling, 2) tagged pointers modeling on x86-64 architectures, and 3) experimenting with novel HW/SW co-designed optimizations by extending semantics of memory access operations via pointer tagging. In addition, the address-space morphing technique was presented, which allows modeling and simulation of complex software changes, such as compressed object pointers optimization and other data layout transformations. We showcased MaxSim’s capabilities by: 1) performing an up-to-date microarchitectural characterization of the full set of the DaCapo benchmarks in less than a day, and 2) presenting a novel HW/SW co-designed optimization that performs dynamic load elimination for array length retrieval achieving up to 14% L1 data cache loads reduction and up to 4% dynamic energy reduction. MaxSim is available at https://github.com/arodchen/MaxSim released as free software.
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